We aimed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of 3.0-T multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) in preoperative staging of prostate cancer (PCa) and its influence on the extent of resection during endoscopic radical prostatectomy (ERP) among cancer risk groups. Material and methods: The data of 154 patients with PCa in whom mpMRI was performed prior to ERP between 2011 and 2015 were included. The initial decision whether to perform neurovascular bundle (NVB) sparing surgery was based on EAU guidelines. mpMRI images were reevaluated prior to prostatectomy to modify the surgical template. Imaging was compared with pathological reports to investigate the diagnostic performance of mpMRI. Results: The surgical template was modified in 69 (44.8%) patients after reevaluation of mpMRI. More preserving NVB sparing was attempted in 17 (11.0%) men, in whom NVB would have been resected if mpMRI had not been available. More aggressive NVB resection was performed in 52 (33.8%) men, in whom innervation would have been spared if basing solely based on guidelines. Among all PCa risk groups mpMRI had an impact on the surgical template with more aggressive surgery in 63.0% and 33.3% of men in the low-and intermediate-risk group, respectively, and more preserving in 21.4% of the high-risk patients. The change in extent of resection was not correlated with a higher risk of positive surgical margins (p = 0.196). Conclusions: Preoperative mpMRI exerts a significant impact on decision making concerning the extent of resection during ERP irrespective of the PCa risk group.
Introduction
Radical prostatectomy (RP) remains the mainstay therapy for patients with localized prostate cancer (PCa) [1] . In comparison to watchful waiting, RP provides significant reduction of cancer specific and all-cause mortality [2] . However, the surgery has been heavily criticized for its ominous influence on quality of life with a third of men suffering from in-continence and more than a half with erectile dysfunction, despite the landmark studies by Walsh et al., which demonstrated the spectacular role of neurovascular bundle (NVB) preservation in retaining potency [3] . Unfortunately, sparing NVBs which lie in very close proximity to the prostate may compromise the pathologic outcome and result in positive surgical margins (PSMs). Positive surgical margins are recognized as an adverse pathologic feature and are known to increase the risk of biochemical recurrence [4] . Therefore, to avoid PSMs, yet preserve the bundles, precise local staging of PCa is of utmost importance. Further, treatment that does not compromise quality of life will become even more important as the incidence of age-related cancers including PCa will rise along with global population aging [5] .
Multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) is currently the most accurate imaging modality that provides clinical data on local extension of PCa. It has been demonstrated that the combination of morphological and functional images offered by modern 3.0-T machines facilitates PCa staging [6] . Although studies with 1.5-T mpMRI confirmed its significant contribution to preoperative planning before robotic assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy [7] , the European Association of Urology (EAU) recommends implementing mpMRI in the decision-making process in intermediate or high-risk PCa only. As such, EAU does not recognize any additional value of mpMRI in staging of low-risk disease, yet emphasizes the need to attempt NVB-sparing surgery in men with negligible probability of extraprostatic extension (EPE) [1] . In the meantime, 1.5-T mpMRI has been proved in a randomized clinical trial to decrease the rate of PSMs, in low-risk PCa exclusively [8] . Therefore, we sought to determine the value of 3.0-T mpMRI in preoperative planning across all cancer risk categories in patients subjected to conventional, endoscopic radical prostatectomy (ERP).
Material and methods

Patients
The data of 154 consecutive patients diagnosed with PCa who underwent conventional ERP preceded by 3.0 Tesla mpMRI between June 2011 and November 2015 were prospectively collected and analyzed. mpMRI was performed for staging purposes in all men prior to ERP but at least 6 weeks after prostate biopsy following ESUR guidelines [6] . The images were reevaluated before surgery to establish the template of resection. Feasibility and extent of NVB-sparing surgery were determined as well. In all cases, the same surgical team responsible for subsequent ERP participated in reevaluation of mpMRI images. The study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee.
Multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging mpMRI was performed with an Achieva 3.0-T MRI TX (Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) with dual RF transmitter and 32 independent receiving channels. The MRI protocol included: axial T2-weighted turbo spin echo sequence, axial diffusion-weighted imaging spin echo sequence with apparent diffusion coefficient map, axial dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging, axial T1-weighted spin echo with selective fat suppression sequence, axial T1-weighted turbo field echo sequence, and coronal and sagittal T2-weighted turbo spin echo sequence in all cases. The images were interpreted by a single experienced radiologist specialized in genitourinary tract diagnostics, who was not blinded to clinical metrics including serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA), cTNM or biopsy results. Irregular shape of prostatic capsule, seminal vesicle invasion, periprostatic fat infiltration, bladder neck invasion and infiltration of rectum wall were all acknowledged to reflect the presence of EPE. Finally, mpMRI was reevaluated by the surgical team in cooperation with the radiologist just before ERP to individualize the approach with respect to the surgical template that involved NVB preservation.
Endoscopic radical prostatectomy
Endoscopic radical prostatectomy was carried out by the same surgeons having significant experience in oncological, endoscopic surgery. The initial surgical template was established according to EAU recommendations based on all clinical features including transrectal ultrasound (TRUS), digital rectal examination (DRE), PSA, Gleason score and tumor extent in prostate biopsy except mpMRI [1] . In low-risk cases (PCa cT ≤ 1a, GS < 7 in biopsy and PSA below 10 ng/ml) extraperitoneal ERP was performed. Otherwise patients underwent transperitoneal ERP with extended pelvic lymph node dissection [9] . The decision concerning the extent of NVB preservation was made in an individual manner based on clinical characteristics. Following EAU guidelines 2015, in case of PCa cT ≥ 2, any biopsy with GS > 7 or more than one biopsy core with GS > 6 at the ipsilateral side with PSA above 10 ng/ml, NVB removal was planned [9] . The extent of resection remained unchanged unless suggested otherwise by the mpMRI images presenting the distant location of the PCa lesion in relation to neurovascular structures. Both radiologist and urologists were involved in the decision-making process in regard to the dissection plan. It was labeled unchanged if not modified after reevaluation of mpMRI images. Otherwise the surgical template was considered as changed toward either a more preserving NVB-sparing approach or more aggressive NVB resection.
The bundles were preserved separately on both sides with either an interfascial or an intrafascial approach. Intrafascial technique reflected the widest template of NVB sparing, while the interfascial approach was associated with partial removal of neurovascular structures. In cases of negative mpMRI and negative biopsy NVB preservation was attempted: intrafascially on that side if low-risk cancer was detected on the contralateral side; interfascially on that side if intermediate to high-risk cancer was detected on the contralateral side. No preservation was implemented if mpMRI suggested EPE or tumor focus adjacent to NVB on the ipsilateral side.
Histopathological examination
The specimens were examined by a pathologist devoted to oncological urology. In case of adverse pathology the report was reevaluated by another experienced uropathologist together with urologists. The histopathological report always included at least prostate volume, type of cancer, Gleason score, tumor location and extent, and surgical margin status. According to the EAU guidelines EPE was defined as the presence of tumor beyond the prostate capsule and was substaged into extracapsular extension and seminal vesicle invasion. For the purpose of our analysis the study group was divided into localized (≤ T2c) and locally advanced disease (≥ T3a) based on mpMRI and the histopathology report. Surgical margins were positive if cancer cells were found within the inked surface of the prostate specimen. Their location was scrutinized and registered on the prostate map to see whether the modification of the surgical template after mpMRI reevaluation was responsible for the PSMs.
Statistical analysis
The epiR and pROC packages of the program R (version 3.0.2, the R foundation for Statistical Computing, www.r-project.org) were used to perform statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Diagnostic performance was expressed with sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accuracy with 95% confidence interval. The histopathological report was regarded as a reference standard. c 2 test and Fisher's exact test were performed when appropriate. The significance level was set to p < 0.05. The DeLong test was used to compare area under the curve (AUC) in subgroup analysis to reveal differences in the diagnostic performance.
Results
Clinical characteristics
Baseline clinical characteristics of all 154 men included in the study are presented in Table I . There were 27 (17.5%), 57 (37.0%) and 70 (45.5%) cases classified into low, intermediate or high-risk EAU categories, respectively. Prior to mpMRI and according to EAU recommendations, unilateral and bilateral NVB-sparing surgery was anticipated in 51 (33.1%) and 59 (38.3%) cases, accordingly. Forty-four (28.6%) patients would be disqualified from any type of NVB-sparing surgery.
Magnetic resonance imaging performance mpMRI suggested EPE in 27 (17.5%) males, whereas in the remaining 127 (82.5%) cases PCa was either confined to the prostate or no abnormal lesion was identified in 114 (74.0%) and 
Surgical plan
The flowchart of men initially subjected to bilateral, unilateral or no NVB preservation and modification of this plan based on the mpMRI result among the particular risk groups is illustrated in Figure 1 . After mpMRI reevaluation, NVBs were spared on both sides or on one side in 32 (20.8%) and in 78 (50.6%) men respectively. They were not preserved in 44 (28.6%) cases. The extent of NVB-sparing surgery was modified in 69 (44.8%) men. In the low and intermediate-risk group the decision after mpMRI reevaluation was mainly changed towards more aggressive resection, whereas in the high-risk group the extent of NVB sparing was modified in both directions (Figure 1 ).
In 17 (11.0%) cases the extent of NVB preservation was changed towards a more preserving approach: on both sides in 4/17 (23.5%) men and on one side in 13/17 men (76.5%). In 52 (33.8%) cases the surgery was more aggressive and the NVB-sparing approach was narrowed to an interfascial bilateral or unilateral procedure in 6/52 (11.5%) and in 31/52 (59.6%) males accordingly, whereas in 15/52 (28.9%) men bundles were removed completely on both sides.
Pathological outcome
The overall PSM rate was 14.9% (n = 23). PSM was revealed in 17/49 (34.7%) men with EPE and it was significantly more prevalent (p < 0.01) than in those with organ confined disease, of which 6/105 (5.7%) had PSM. Positive margins were found in 6 (8.2%) men with unilateral and 2 (6.3%) men after bilateral NVB-sparing surgery and 16 (32.7%) men with NVB removal.
The risk of leaving PSMs did not differ significantly irrespective of the decision made after the mpMRI reevaluation (Table II) . In patients in whom the initial decision was modified towards a more preserving approach, positive margins were found in 3/17 (17.6%) cases, whereas in those in whom the resection was more aggressive PSMs were observed in 4/52 (7.7%) males. However, in only one case PSM was found at the site where the decision was changed to the more preserving NVB surgery. Despite the decision of more aggressive resection, three-quarters of these men had PSM on that side.
Discussion
Our study provides critical insight into the decision-making process that concerns the extent of resection during ERP. We found that preoperative mpMRI influenced the approach towards NVB regardless of PCa risk category. Men from all PCa risk groups benefit from the preoperative mpMRI, but these advantages vary among the groups depending on the particular clinical scenario. Of note, modification of the initial surgical plan by mpMRI does not increase the risk of PSMs.
The NVB preservation is associated with recovery of erectile function after RP [10] . Moreover, increasing evidence suggests that bundle-sparing surgery may have an impact on urinary continence, though more robust data are needed to confirm this observation [11] . Although no single study has definitely proved that nerve sparing improves continence, an association between the extent of resection during RP and continence has already been acknowledged [12] . Therefore, an attempt to spare NVB should be made whenever possible. Recent improvements in surgical techniques ended the era of a binary approach towards NVB sparing and the introduction of mpMRI as a novel diagnostic tool providing visual feedback on tumor location and extent made the preoperative planning more flexible [13] . In our report, mpMRI led to significant modification of the surgical template in almost half (44.8%) of the cases. Although this rate varies among different studies, it indicates a great influence of MRI on the decision-making process prior to RP [7, 8, 14] . Moreover, it has been reported that MRI has a substantial impact on the extent of resection in other surgical techniques such as robotic-assisted laparoscopic RP and open RP as well [7, 14] . While we have noted, like other authors, a tendency toward more aggressive NVB resection after MRI reevaluation (33.8%), we also found that in selected cases (11.0%) the decision may be opposite, strengthening more preserving surgery [8, 14] . This trend is particularly established in the high-risk group with 21.4% of nerve-sparing surgery performed despite initial contraindications. The decision in such cases was mainly driven by a favorable tumor location within the prostate gland limits. It has been demonstrated that mpMRI has reasonably high negative predictive value in excluding EPE in the high-risk group. As an example, more preserving NVB sparing is feasible when PCa lesions are located within the central zone.
mpMRI performance
Combination of high spatial resolution T2-weighted imaging with functional mpMRI sequences has become the mainstay staging modality in PCa [6] . In our study 3.0-T MRI technology that embraced T2-weighted sequences with other functional mpMRI images was implemented for staging purposes. The sensitivity and specificity of such an approach in the detection of EPE were 40% and 93% respectively. According to recently published meta-analysis, corresponding values ranged from 54% to 67% and from 85% to 91%, accordingly [15] . The variation reflects the differences in MRI machines, diverse attitudes of radiologists to the signs considered indicative of EPE as well as disparate histopathological approaches to extracapsular extension across the studies. Furthermore, the sensitivity of mpMRI increases significantly when extensive, but not focal, EPE is identified [16] . The low sensitivity in our study may be explained by a definite criteria adopted by our radiologist, who reported EPE in cases when direct signs of extraprostatic disease are present, which in turn resulted in high specificity. 
mpMRI in prostate cancer risk categories
Operating surgeons are less likely to spare the bundles when MRI indicates locally advanced disease [17, 18] . However, we did not see such a tendency in our study, having a relatively low level of EPE suspicion in the group, in which the decision was changed to more aggressive NVB resection (Table II) . This phenomenon underscores the multifactorial aspects of preoperative planning in PCa. Patients' expectations and surgeons' receptivity have to be acknowledged. More aggressive NVB resection was driven by unfavorable tumor location and inherent possibility of EPE. Even in cases of small lesions, yet located in the peripheral zones close to the bundles, the operating team decided to expand the resection and incorporate interfascial instead of intrafascial NVB-sparing technique. This approach is reflected by the rate of 33.8% of more aggressive resection, despite the possibility of NVB preservation according to EAU guidelines. Not surprisingly, the decision to broaden the template was most commonly made in the lowrisk PCa group (63.0%), despite low sensitivity of mpMRI in EPE detection. Our results corroborate the suggestions presented by other authors that mpMRI provides clinically important data in T1c cases [8] . Simultaneously, the reports indicating minimal value of MRI in the decision to change the surgical approach underline that MRI provides reassurance in excluding EPE in men who undergo NVB-sparing surgery [14] . Presumably mpMRI improves clinical staging in these patients by providing visual information about tumor extent, therefore preventing intrafascial NVB sparing.
EAU guidelines recommend mpMRI for local staging in high-risk PCa patients. Our study revealed that sensitivity (49%) was better among men with high-risk PCa, which is consistent with other reports, where subgroup analysis was performed and mpMRI sensitivity in EPE detection increased in concordance with the EAU risk group [17] [18] [19] . mpMRI showed relatively high positive predictive value (81%) in detecting EPE; therefore men with high-risk PCa and mpMRI suggesting EPE should be disqualified from NVB-sparing surgery at least on the affected side.
The low-to intermediate-risk group is less likely to benefit from MRI preoperative staging, although the moderate negative predictive value (85%) suggests that NVB-sparing surgery may be performed when mpMRI reveals no signs of EPE. The results suggest that mpMRI is a useful tool to discriminate between localized and locally advanced disease before surgery, especially in the high-risk group. In summary, mpMRI provides clinically useful information in every PCa risk category. As such, it is usually followed by more aggressive surgery in low-risk PCa patients and a more restrictive approach in high-risk PCa patients.
Positive surgical margins rate NVB-sparing surgery cannot compromise the completeness of cancer excision. In our study, modification of the surgical template was not associated with higher risk of PSMs (p = 0.133). Other studies have also found that decisions on NVB preservation made after MRI had no influence on PSM rates [7, 20] . However, in one study, in cases in which MRI erroneously excluded EPE, it led to more preserving NVB surgery which resulted in an increased PSM rate after laparoscopic RP [21] . The effect was most striking in low-risk tumors, in which an 80% PSM rate was observed [21] . We did not observe such a relationship in our study. On the contrary, the majority of PSMs were found in the high-risk group (21 cases, 87.5%) and the mpMRI modification of the surgical plan did not correlate with a higher risk of PSMs (p = 0.07). Furthermore, in the subgroup of men with more preserving surgery PSMs were usually found at a site that was located far from the region of bundle sparing. Conversely, there were some PSM cases identified in spite of more aggressive NVB resection at that site. This reveals a shortcoming of the presented approach incorporating mpMRI in surgical planning among cases with locally advanced disease in which PSMs seem unavoidable, despite correct imaging. The results of a recently published randomized clinical trial showed no reduction of the overall risk of PSM in high-risk PCa patients, who had MRI done prior to RP [8] . However, in men with T1c tumors there was an absolute reduction of PSM rate by 11%, indicating that at least selected patients benefit from preoperative MRI in regard to the surgical margin status. Of note, mpMRI sensitivity in EPE detection may not be decisive in preventing PSM, as it is not rare for PSM to occur in different locations than EPE [22] . Nevertheless, NVB-sparing surgery is not advisable when EPE is suspected on mpMRI. One innovative technique, which gives promising results in reducing the PSM rate and is also recommended as an auxiliary method by the EAU, is intraoperative frozen-section analysis directed at the lesions detected in MRI. However, to the best of our knowledge, the data on use of frozen-section come from several retrospective studies and therefore should be validated in randomized controlled trials with longer follow-up [23] .
We acknowledge several limitations of our study. The 3.0-T mpMRI protocol was not uniform for all patients, as in several cases magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging was additionally performed. The radiologist was not blinded to the clinical characteristics of our patients, which could influence the interpretation of mpMRI images. However, it reflects daily clinical practice. Although baseline erectile function and continence were recorded as part of the standard preoperative workup, we did not provide any further analysis of functional outcomes after surgery. Further prospective studies including more centers are required to determine which patients would benefit the most from mpMRI preoperative planning.
In conclusion, preoperative mpMRI providing accurate information on tumor location and extent significantly influences the decision on the extent of resection during ERP irrespective of the PCa risk category. Template modification driven by mpMRI to perform more preserving or more aggressive surgery with respect to NVB does not portend higher risk of PSMs. Close cooperation between radiologists and urologists is necessary to provide an optimal outcome. Our observations strongly support incorporation of mpMRI into the preoperative workup of patients selected for RP.
